
Entropy and Ergodic Theory
Lecture 6: Channel coding

1 Discrete memoryless channels

In information theory, a device which transmits information is called a channel. A
crucial feature of real-world channels is that they are noisy: the output is not just a
deterministic function of the input, but may altered randomly by external effects.
One of the key problems of information theory is to understand what limits are
placed on communication by this deterioration.

The simplest model is a discrete memoryless channel or DMC. It consists
of two finite alphabets, A and B, and a kernel θ from A to B. These are often
packaged together into the notation rA, θ,Bs. In this model, letters from A are
trasmitted through the channel, and if the letter sent is a P A then the letter re-
ceived is random with distribution θp ¨ | aq. We may sometimes call a DMC simply
a channel.
Example. 1. If pB P ProbpBq is fixed and θp ¨ |aq “ pB for all a P A, then
each received letter is simply chosen independently from pB, irrespective of what
letters were sent. In this model, the channel noise corrupts the signal entirely, and
it is intuitively clear that one has no hope of recovering anything.

2. Now suppose that f : A ÝÑ B is a map, and let θp ¨ |aq “ δfpaq for each
a. This means that if the letter sent is a, then it is certain that the letter received is
fpaq. In this model, the received signal is guaranteed to be pfpa1q, . . . , fpanqq. If
f is injective, then we can determine the sent signal from this with certainty.

3. Let A “ B “ t0, 1u, let 0 ď p ď 1, and consider the DMC given by the
2ˆ 2 stochastic matrix

ˆ

1´ p p
p 1´ p

˙

.
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In this model, each input bit (a 0 or a 1) is preserved by the channel with probabil-
ity 1 ´ p, or corrupted (that is, turned into the alternative bit) with probability p.
This is perhaps the simplest non-trivial example of a DMC. It is called the binary
symmetric channel with parameter p, or BSCppq. C

2 Shannon’s channel coding theorem

Let rA, θ,Bs be a DMC. Suppose that there are distinct letters a, a1 P A and a
letter b P B such that θpb | aq and θpb | a1q are both strictly positive. If the letter b is
received through this channel, then we cannot know for sure which letter was sent:
it could have been a or a1 (or any other letter for which the relevant conditional
probability is positive).

In this case, the receiver is forced to make a guess as to which letter was sent.
There is a notion of ‘best guess’ that one can make, which goes by the name of
the ‘maximum likelihood estimator’. But for a general channel it may still give a
large probability of error.

However, as in source coding, we may be able to do better by forming strings
of letters from A into long words, say of length n, and sending them through the
channel one letter at a time. The point is that we should not allow all possible
words in An to be used for transmission. Rather, we try to select a subset of those
words with the following property: if a permitted input word x is sent through the
channel letter-by-letter, then the resulting random output word y is overwhelm-
ingly more likely to have come from x than from any other permitted input word.

Since we restrict ourselves to a proper subset of the possible input words in
An, we can send strictly fewer than |A|n words this way, but each permitted word
may be uniquely identifiable even without knowing all of its letters. Engineers
describe this feature as deliberate redundancy.

Here is the formal definition. For a DMC rA, θ,Bs, a channel code of length
n consists of:

• a subset C Ď An, whose elements are the codewords, and

• a function g : Bn ÝÑ C called the decoder.

For this channel code, the rate is 1
n

log |C |, and the probability of error is

max
xPC

θn
`

ty : gpyq ‰ xu
ˇ

ˇx
˘

.

Intuitively, for each x P C , the word received through the channel is a random
string Y with distribution θnp ¨ |xq. The string gpYq is our attempt to guess which
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input word was sent. The probability of error is the probability that we guess
incorrectly, maximized over the possible input words. (It is sometimes called the
worst-case probability of error.)

The key optimization problem here is to make C as large as possible (so we
can transmit information at a high rate) while keeping the probability of error
small. One might guess that an arbitrarily small probability of error requires an
arbitrarily low rate. Remarkably, this is not so: there is a fixed positive rate at
which one can make the probability of error arbitrarily small, just by using a large
enough value of n. The optimal rate is completely described by the following
theorem.

Theorem 1 (Shannon’s channel coding theorem). Let rA, θ,Bs be a DMC. Let

C :“ sup
 

IpX ; Y q : X, Y are A- and B-valued RVs and pY |X agrees with θ
(

.

That is, we fix the channel θ, and supremize over all pairs of RVs pX, Y q whose
conditional distribution pY |X agrees with θ. More succinctly, we may write

C :“ sup
pPProbpAq

Ipθ ; pq,

where we write Ipθ ; pq for IpX ; Y q when pX, Y q „ p˙ θ.

1. (Exstence.) If R ă C, then there is a sequence of codes Cn Ď An and
decoders gn : Bn ÝÑ Cn such that |Cn| ě 2Rn and with error probabilities
tending to zero.

2. (Converse.) If R ą C, then any sequence of codes Cn and decoders gn with
|Cn| ě 2Rn has error probabilities bounded away from zero.

The quantityC appearing above is called the capacity of the channel rA, θ,Bs.
According to the above theorem, it tells us how much information can be sent over
the nth extension of the channel with negligible probability of error, provided n is
large, if we make the right choice of code and decoder.

2.1 Proof of existence

This theorem has a few different proofs, although they all have much in common.
For the existence of codes at rates below C, we largely follow an old presentation
of Feinstein [Fei54], which isolates the key point in the following lemma. Let the
situation be as in Theorem 1.
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Lemma 2 (Feinstein’s lemma). Let R ă C and let ε ą 0. Then for every suffi-
ciently large n (depending on R and ε) there are

• elements x1, . . . , xN P An with N ą 2Rn, and

• disjoint sets V1, . . . , VN Ď Bn

such that
θnpVi |xiq ą 1´ ε @i “ 1, 2, . . . , N. (1)

Proof. Choose a distribution pX so that R ă Ipθ ; pXq, and choose κ ą 0 smaller
than the gap between these values. Let q “ pX ˙ θ, let pX, Y q „ q, and let pY be
the resulting distribution of Y alone.

Step 1: Setting up. The key to this proof is the approximate picture of the set
Tδ,npqq of jointly typical strings that we obtained in the last lecture.

Let δ ą 0, and for each x P An let

Gx :“ Tn,δpθ,xq.

First fact from last time:

|Gx| ď 2Hpθ | pxqn`∆pδqn`opnq,

where the quality of the two error terms is independent of x. Since the quantity
Hpθ | pXq is continuous (indeed, linear) as a function of pX , we may replace the
bound above by

2Hpθ | pXqn`∆pδqn`opnq whenever x P Tn,δppXq

(as usual, the function ‘∆pδq’ may change from one line to the next). In particular,
there is a choice of δ ą 0 such that the above bound is less than or equal to

2Hpθ | pXqn`κn{2`opnq. (2)

Fix this δ for the rest of the proof.
On the other hand, let

G :“
ď

xPTn,δppXq

txu ˆGx.

Second fact from last time: G contains the set Tn,δ{2pqq, and so the LLN for types
gives that qˆnpGq ÝÑ 1 as n ÝÑ 8.
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Step 2: Completion. Now we will use a recursion to find at least 2Rn strings
xi P A

n and disjoint subsets Vi Ď Bn which satisfy

θnpVi |xiq ą 1´ ε

and also
xi P Tn,δppXq and Vi Ď Tn,δpθ,xiq for each i. (3)

Suppose we have already found x1, . . . , xm and V1, . . . , Vm having these properties
for some m ď 2Rn. Let us show that there are xm`1 and Vm`1 which extend these
lists and retain the required properties. (To start the recursion, let m “ 0.)

Let V :“ V1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vm. The bound (2) gives

|V | ď
m
ÿ

i“1

|Vi| ď m ¨ 2Hpθ | pXqn`κn{2`opnq ď 2HppY qn´κn{2`opnq,

where the last bound follows because m ď 2Rn and

HppY q ´ κ “ Hpθ | pXq ` pIpθ ; pXq ´ κq ą Hpθ | pXq `R.

On the other hand, we saw in the first lecture that, for any ε ą 0, we have

cov1´ε{2pp
ˆn
Y q ě 2HppY qn´opnq.

Combining this with the bound on |V |, it follows that, provided n is large enough,
we must have pˆnY pV q ă ε{2.

Since qˆnpGq ÝÑ 1, we deduce that all sufficiently large n satisfy

qˆn
`

GzpAn ˆ V q
˘

“
ÿ

xPTδ,nppXq

pˆnX pxq ¨ θ
n
`

GxzV
ˇ

ˇx
˘

ě qˆnpGq ´ pˆnY pV q ą 1´ ε.

The middle expression here is an average of the quantities θnpGxzV |xq, so at least
one of those terms individually must be greater than 1´ε. Letting xm`1 :“ x and
Vm`1 :“ Gxm`1zV continues the recursion.

Proof of existence in Theorem 1. For all sufficiently large n let Cn “ tx1, . . . ,xNnu
and subsets V1, . . . , VNn Ď Bn be the strings and subsets promised by Feinstein’s
lemma. Define

gnpyq “ xi @y P Vi, i “ 1, 2, . . . , Nn,

and extend the Cn-valued function gn arbitrarily to the rest of Bn.
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2.2 Proof of the converse

Let us re-phrase the converse part of Theorem 1 in the contrapositive:

If codes Cn Ď An and decoders gn : Bn ÝÑ Cn have error probabili-
ties tending to zero, then

|Cn| ď 2Cn`opnq.

Proof. Let δ ą 0 be a small error tolerance.
Since the error probabilities tend to zero, we have

min
xPCn

θnpg´1
n txu |xq ÝÑ 1.

Combined with the LLN for conditional types (Lecture 5), it follows that

min
xPCn

θn
`

g´1
n txu X Tn,δpθ,xq

ˇ

ˇx
˘

ÝÑ 1. (4)

But we also saw in Lecture 5 that

covεpθ
n
p ¨ |xqq ě 2Hpθ | pxqn´oεpnq @ε P p0, 1q and x P An,

and so (4) implies that

|g´1
n txu X Tn,δpθ,xq| ě 2Hpθ | pxqn´oδpnq @x P Cn, (5)

where the estimate in the expression “oδpnq” depends on δ but not on x.
Now fix a type pX P ProbpAq, and let pY be the law of Y which results when

pX, Y q „ pX ˙ θ. We next bound how many elements of Cn can have type pX .
First recall from Proposition 3.3 in Lecture 1 that

|Tn,δppY q| ď 2HppY qn`∆pδqn`opnq,

where the error estimates are independent of pY . On the other hand, (5) gives

|g´1
n txu X Tn,δpθ,xq| ě 2Hpθ | pXqn´oδpnq

for all x P Cn X TnppXq. The sets g´1
n txu X Tn,δpθ,xq for x P Cn X TnppXq are

disjoint and are all contained in Tn,δppY q. Therefore these two estimates together
imply the following bound on the number of such sets:

|Cn X TnppXq| ď |Tn,δppY q| ¨ 2
´Hpθ | pXq`oδpnq

ď 2HppY qn`∆pδqn´Hpθ | pXqn`oδpnq

“ 2Ipθ ; pXqn`∆pδqn`oδpnq

ď 2Cn`∆pδqn`oδpnq.
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Finally, to estimate the whole of |Cn|, we sum over all possible types pX with
denominator n — as previously, there are only polynomially many. For any δ ą 0
we obtain an estimate of the form

|Cn| ď
ÿ

pX P ProbpAq,
denomppXq “ n

|Cn X TnppXq|

ď pn` 1q|A| ¨ 2Cn`∆pδqn`oδpnq ď 2Cn`∆pδqn`oδ,|A|pnq.

Since δ ą 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof.

3 Notes and remarks

Sources for this lecture: [Wel88, Chapter 3], [CT06, Chapter 7]. Both of those
books prove the ‘existence’ part of Theorem 1 using a random construction of a
good code. Our approach via Fienstein’s lemma is covered in [Khi57, Chapters
IV and V]. Our proof of the converse is also different from that in [CT06], which
is shorter but relies on more formal manipulations of mutual information. Both
are worth understanding.

Further reading:

• Theorem 1 and its generalizations are one of the high points of information
theory, but they are also just the beginning of much further analysis.

For instance, the capacity of a DMC is hard to evaluate in general. See [CT06,
Subsection 7.1.4] for a proof that the BSCppq has capacity 1´Hpp, 1´ pq,
and the rest of [CT06, Sections 7.1–2] for some other simple examples. See
also [Gal] for a more advanced discussion, and [Bla72] for efficient means
of estimation.

A deeper problem is that Theorem 1 does not explicitly produce codes with
the properties it promises. Looking inside the proof, it essentially guaran-
tees by induction that there is a way of including more and more codewords
into the code without introducing a significant error probability, until the
code contains at least 2Rn words. But if n is large, then actually construct-
ing a code this way is hopelessly impractical. The rich field of coding theory
is largely concerned with finding more explicit ways to produce codes that
have good rates and small probabilities of error.

See [McE02, Section 6.2] for more discussion of both of these areas of
research, as well as others.
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• Theorem 1 has various enhancements. For example, in some communica-
tion systems each input symbol a P A also has an associated cost bpaq ě 0,
and one wishes to construct code-decoder pairs as in Theorem 1 with the
additional constraint that

Un Ď
!

x P An :
n
ÿ

i“1

bpxiq ď nβ
)

,

where β ě 0 is our ‘budget per symbol’. An analog of Theorem 1 is avail-
able and has a similar proof, but C must be replaced with the capacity-cost
function of the channel:

Cpβq :“ sup
 

IpX ; Y q : pY |X agrees with θ and ErbpXqs ď β
(

.

See [McE02, Chapter 2].
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